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Abstract

This paper proposes new cooperation business
model on B2B/B2C and shows effectiveness of
our proposed model. We call general consumers
who stand on seller hybrid traders. Ordinarily,
a trader who is general consumer doesn’t have
enough money. We consider about traders coop-
erate with each other. In regard to buying items,
we consider a volume discount-based trading.
We propose a mechanism in which trader coop-
erates, buys in a lot of goods, and increases own
utility. Our mechanism adopts side payment to
promote increasingly cooperation with traders.
Cooperative traders commit participation based
on a value of side payment. Our mechanism
searches for the best value of side payment in
cooperation and negotiation. In our simulation,
we show relationships between side payment and
trader’s utility.

Keywords: Hybrid-trader, Side-payment,
Volume-discount

1 Introduction

In recent years, e-commerce is increasingly
becoming a major part of the business world.
Some researches proposed effective models as
several e-commerce protocols[1][2][3][4]. As
trading using the Internet develop, end-users can
perform both buyers and sellers since it is easy
for them to open their shops on the web[5].
Such transaction is called B2B(Business to Busi-
ness)/B2C(Business to Consumer)[6]. Gener-
ally, when end-users open shops on the web, it
takes less cost and money. It is easy for con-
sumers to be sellers like a company. In this
paper, we call hybrid traders such end-users.
When traders sell items to general consumers,
they need buy in items. Hybrid traders do not
enough money to buy in items. To buy in items

at a low price, some traders cooperate with each
other. Namely, they buy in items as joint capi-
tal. In this case, items are sold based on volume
discount from sellers such as producers, facto-
ries. If a trader has enough budgets and he/she
can buy in a lot of items, price of each item goes
down. Although each trader does not enough
money, they can purchase in items at a lower
price making purchasing community. The item,
which is bought by the cooperation group is al-
located based on investment values in group.

When traders cooperate with each other, it is
possible to buy in cooperatively cheaper than buy
in individually. As the result, each trader’s util-
ity increases. If all traders know about types of
traders, they make cooperation easily.

We employ side payment mechanism to pro-
mote trader’s cooperation. If traders are rational,
all traders must cooperate with each other. Each
trader has a certain participation incentive based
on value of side payment. Side payments are
given as cooperation fee from traders who want
to buy in to cooperative traders who cooperate
with them. If the former’s utilities decrease pay-
ing side payments to cooperative traders, none
search for cooperative agents. This paper pro-
poses a mechanism in which trader’s utility are
becoming maximum searching for optimal side
payment.

The rest of this paper consists of the follow-
ing five parts. In section 2, we define several
terms and assumptions. And We define hybrid
traders. In section 3, we define side payment and
present participation probability relates with de-
cision of side payment. In section 4, we give a
assumption for this mechanism and show result
of simulation. After we present an overview of
the work of other related to our research. Finally,
we present our conclusion.



2 Definition and Assumption

In this section, we give some definitions of
terms and assumptions in our proposed mecha-
nism.

1. A set of agents {a1, ..., ai, ..., an} who par-
ticipate in a community. ai is i th agent. We
call hybrid trader an agent in this paper.

2. A set of items {g1, ..., gj , ..., gm} is dealt in.
gj is j th item.

3. Tl are groups in which separate participa-
tion agents. This group is separated by de-
pendence of side payments.

4. Gi is agent ai’s budget. Budget of coopera-
tion group is shown as G{1,2,...,n}.

5. gk
i,j is price of item gj to sell agent ai. Each

level of price in volume discount is shown
as k = {1, ..., k, ..., k′}. When there is no
discount level, the price is shown as g1

i,j .

6. When agent ai sells item gj , the price is
shown as pi,j .

7. si is a value of side payment in which agent
ai pays other cooperative agents.

8. Ui is agent ai’s utility. U is shown as pi,j −
g1
i,j . Utility is defined as agent’s profit.

9. U ′
i is agent ai’s utility when agent ai deals

in individually. U’ is shown as pi.j − g1
i,j .

Definition 1. All agents join in a community on
the Internet commercial site. Each agent
joins in community group C{a1,a2,...an}.
Agents deal in this community group.

Definition 2. All agents can purchase all items
restricted budgets.

Definition 3. Agents propose cooperation for
buying-in for other agents.

Assumption 1. All items are sold based on vol-
ume discount[6]. Each item’s price is de-
cided based on the number of items traded
by agents.

Assumption 2. Agent doesn’t have enough bud-
gets.

Quantity $
1 - 10 100

11 - 50 85
51 -100 70

101 - 200 55
201 - 40

Table 1. Value of Item

Assumption 3. Participation agents depend on
values of side payment. The agents de-
cide whether they participate and cooperate
based on value of side payments given from
a proposing agent.
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Figure 1. Volume Discount

On above assumption, all items are sold with
volume discount. The item price is cheaply by
number of items. Figure 1 shows stair-case graph
indicating items price in volume discount. It
shows prices of items are step function. Increas-
ing number of items, price of each item gose
down. Table 1 shows a concrete example of
Figure 1. When traders can purchase 11 items,
utility calculates on more increasingly about $15
when they purchase only one item.

2.1 Hybrid Trader
We define hybrid traders. On economic phe-

nomena, we treat dealing between sellers and
buyers. But in under continual time, same peo-
ple sometimes play the seller and the buyer. And
the people are end-users who only buy items ba-
sically. The sellers are special people who have
a certain level of money and procedure. It is dif-
ficult to be sellers in which they pay stored cost



and advertisement cost without enough money to
spend in trading. However, economic activity on
the Internet is no cost of their payment. Addi-
tionally, users learn indirectly about selling pro-
cedure because they use auction and group buy-
ing.

End-users do not have enough money for
buying-in a lot of items. Traders who have few
money can purchase by a pool of capital. One of
characteristics of the Internet is that traders can
cooperate many and unspecified people. In case
of items are sold with volume discount, traders
can purchase more items by same budget be-
cause a unit price of each item becomes a dis-
counted price.

We define a user who plays seller and buyer as
hybrid trader. Figure 2 shows model of transac-
tion environment when hybrid trader stands on
their environment. The seller only sells items.
The buyer also buys items. Hybrid trader can
sell and buy items.
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Figure 2. Hybrid Traders

2.2 Allocation of items
When a producer sells items to traders, they

generally purchase in a large amount of items
in a trade. Items’ prices depend on quantity of
items traded by agents. When agents cooper-
ate with each other and can deal in effectively,
agents are able to have good opportunity to in-
crease their utilities. Then, how the items are
allocated ?

Agents allocates the items based on percent-
age of investing. Total number of allocated
items is equal as total number of item bought by
agents. Figure 3 shows allocation of items. For
example, agent a1 allocates items in total num-
ber of items by ratio of investment G1 on total
investment G. Sum of ratio is shown as follow-
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Figure 3. Allocation of items

ing formula.

n∑
i=1

Gi/G = 1

3 Side payment

In this section, we show a protocol of coopera-
tion and negotiation. We also show a mechanism
based on side payment.

3.1 Adopting side payment
Our mechanism adopts side payment to give

incentive of cooperative agent easy to cooper-
ate and to make a coalition. When value of
side payment increase, cooperative agent’s in-
centives increase. Actually at Japanese public
work projects, bid riggers were paying kickback
to cooperation traders. It has two means. One is
incentive for cooperation. The other is stopping
to drop out of it. When an agent deals in individ-
ually, his/her utility is calculated as U = p − g1.
In assumption 2, agents do not have enough
money. Meanwhile case of cooperative dealing,
proposing agent pays price rate to get items, be-
cause he/she can gather a large amount of bud-
gets from cooperative agents. Proposing agent’s
utility is calculated as U ′ = p − gk. His/her
utility increases as U − U ′. Consequently, side
payment should be paid between 0 to U − U ′.

3.2 Depending on side payment
Cooperative agents are separated from some

depending group. Each group has participa-
tion probability with depending on side payment.
This is suitability at incentive of participation by
side payment. For example, cooperation groups
Tl are given probability fl(si). si is a value of



Figure 4. Allocation of side payment

side payment shown by proposing agent ai. Co-
operative agents can decide to participate in co-
operation group by side payment. When value
of side payments are increased, proposing agent
ai’s utility reduced due to paying side payment.
Though many cooperative agents join in the pur-
chasing group.

3.3 Dealing protocol with side payment
In this section, we show a protocol of dealing.

Protocol

- Agent ai is a proposing agent. ai proposes
about cooperation of buying items gj for
other agents. All agents know discount rate
of items.

- The proposer ai shows value of side payment
as si.

- Other agents commit participation by side pay-
ment.

- The proposer ai gathers money from coopera-
tion group and buys in the items.

- The items are allocated by each contribution.

- Each agent sells the items by own accountabil-
ity.

- The proposer pays side payment to all cooper-
ative agents. In this payment, the proposer
pays si ∗ (U − U ′) with contribution.

Figure 4 shows allocation of side payment.
When side payment is 0.5 by proposer’s utility,
cooperators get side payment based on rate of
their investments. For example, investment ra-
tio is like G1/G.

Quantity $
1～ 5 7
6～ 10 5.5
11～ 3

Table 2. Volume Discount

3.4 Examples

We consider that there are two agents and one
tradable item. Agent a1 proposes to other agents
about item g1. Item g1 is discounted on 3 level.
Table 2 shows the item price based on number of
items. Budget G1 of the agent a1 is $30. If no
agents cooperate, agent a1 buys 4 items and pays
$28. If agent a2 who has $3 cooperates with a1,
total budget is $33. Agents a1 and a2 buy 11
items and pay for $33. We assume that item’s
price, where the item is sold to end-users, is $10.
Range of side payment is 0 ≤ s1 ≤ 4 per one
item.

Agent a1 is the proposing agent. There are n
agents in purchasing community. In this condi-
tion, g1 are sold by g1

1,1. The item is discounted
step-by-step like a {g1

1,1, g
2
1,1, ..., g

k
01, 1} by

quantity which it is sold. gk
1,1 shows that g1 is

sold the cheapest by agent a1. This time, num-
ber of l group T{1,...,2,...,l} exists by depending
probability. All participators reside it. In this
case, groups T{1,...,2,...,l} have participation prob-
ability f{1,2,...,l}(si) depending on side payment.
Now, proposer anticipates that if cooperator of n
person are gathered, budget is satisfied.

n =
l∑

l=1

f(si) · Tl

It is possible to calculate the number of agents
shown as this formula. The proposing agent uses
this formula and decides a value of side payment.
Proposer gathers budgets from cooperators and
buys g1 with volume discount. After that, he/she
allocates the item by cooperator’s investments.
Proposer’s utility is shown as pi,j − gk

i,j . In a
case of individual purchasing, U ′ = pi,j − g1

i,j .
He/she allocates side payment si ∗ (U − U ′) to
cooperators by investments.

4 Optimization of side payment

It is very important to decide the value of side
payment. Cooperator depends on values of side
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payment. Here, we set up a assumption con-
cerned with types of cooperative agents’ prefer-
ences.

Assumption 4. Proposer knows participation
probability.

A proposer can optimize a value of side payment
adopting this assumption. When he/she decides
value of joint capital G, he/she decides side pay-
ment with degree of dependence.
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We consider that the multiple agents who
have different degree of dependence exists. A
proposing agent knows each group’s participa-
tion probability when the agent increases side
payment among 0.0 ≤ s ≤ 1.0. By this prob-
ability, the proposer decides values of side pay-
ments. Figure 5 shows participation probability
of each group. Type 1 is a group of agents who
has preference which is participation probabil-
ity rising nonlinearity. Type 2 is a group who
has incentive to participate near 0.5. Type 3 is
agents who have participation probability rising

side payment proposer($) cooperator($)
0.0 139 0
0.1 12326 9015
0.2 12631 9281
0.3 12249 9364
0.4 11435 9424
0.5 10274 9478
0.6 8800 9413
0.7 7051 9500
0.8 5054 9482
0.9 2513 9552
1.0 155 9486

Table 3. Average of traders’ utilities

linearity. If the value of side payment grows,
the cooperator gets less side payment. When
the value of side payment is just 0.5, agents who
are classified in type 2 participate in cooperation.
Table 3 shows concrete values of agents’ util-
ities. Each agent has budget between $20,000
and $200,000. We set up his/her budget based
on uniform distribution. Figure 6 shows a vi-
sual comparison between proposer’s and coop-
erator’s utilities. In figure 6, cooperator’s utility
comes back proposer’s utility when investment
between 0.5 to 0.6. In this result, the best value
of side payment is among 0.0 ≤ s ≤ 0.6.

5 Related works

In this section, we present an overview of the
work of others related to our research.

GroupBuyAuction[7] is an agent based elec-
tronic market on which agents automatically ne-
gotiate with each other on behalf of their users.
In particular,buyer agents can form coalitions
to buy items at a volume discount price. Li
and Sycara[8] considered an electronic market
where each buyer places a bid on a combina-
tion of items with a reservation prices, and sell-
ers offer price discounts for each item based on
volumes. By artificially dividing the reserva-
tion price of each buyer among the items, opti-
mal coalitions with respect to each item are con-
structed. These coalitions satisfy the comple-
mentarily of the items by reservation price trans-
fars, and include the optimal solution.

Layton-Brown proposes BiddingClubs[2]. In
a BiddingClub, agents conduct a ”pre-auction”.
After the ”pre-auction”, monetary transfers take
place. The BiddingClubs show that collusion is



still true when multiple auctions take place for
substituable items, as well as for complementary
items.

Matsuo-Tokuro proposes a new pooled buying
method[5]. This method based on risk manage-
ment and volume discount. The degree of risk
is caluclated. Agent cooperate to the proposing
agent based on the degree of risk. For risk aver-
sion and promoting cooperation, Matsuo em-
ploys the side-payment policy,this is, coopera-
tive agents’ risks are preserved to a minimum.

6 Conclusion

This paper shows mechanism of the dealing,
negotiation and cooperation promotion. We de-
fined side payment to increase incentives of co-
operations. We hypothecated that probability of
cooperation participation depends on side pay-
ment. Our future work includes decision method
of the best side payment without assumption 4.
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